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Cisco Secure Email
Simplify your email security during uncertain times

There’s no time for insecurity in email
In April 2021, private equity firm Thoma Bravo announced its intention to acquire 
Proofpoint for $12.3 billion. This type of disruption can be unnerving for customers as 
there’s a significant amount of uncertainty associated with the move.

And, nothing combats uncertainty like stability. That’s where Cisco Secure Email’s 
longstanding and industry-leading product suite rises to the challenge.

Unsure Future
For any merger or acquisition, you should expect 
uncertainty or noticeable slowdown in product releases 
or future innovations. Typically, customer support 
suffers the brunt because there is less R&D spend, 
limited budget for marketing or sales operations, and 
internal churn. 

  

Launch Your Augmentation Strategy 
Start your GAP analysis of Proofpoint’s existing email 
security controls so you can identify security coverage 
gaps, and how well your security platform protects 
across your security framework. 

Cisco Secure Email provides the  
best protection for your email against 
cyber threats 
Get the latest threat intelligence. Listen to our 
weekly Podcast and sign up for our newsletter.
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Cisco Radically Simplifies Your Security Ecosystem
Cisco Secure Email is a powerful threat defender with 
unparalleled integration for those pesky email threats. 

• Email Domain Protection  
Prevent identify deception or fraudulent activity 
against your brand with content filters to authenticate 
and identify malicious mail senders. 

• Advanced Phishing Defense 
Uncover deception or fraudulent activity against your 
brand. 

• Data Loss Prevention  
Catch outbound intellectual property, financial data, 
and employee or customer details. 

• Automated Security Workflows  
Gain immediate visibility and unity to your entire 
security ecosystem with our built-in turn-key 
platform. 

• Security Training Everyone Understands 
Give security operations more time to focus on real 
threats and not end user mitigation.

• Zero-Trust Protection 
Millions of malware samples are analyzed per day 
for advanced protection against spear phishing, 
ransomware, and other sophisticated attacks.

Simon Johns, IT Director at Sheppard Robson, describes how his 
team defeats cyber-attacks with Cisco Secure Email. Watch now

Cisco Secure Email is the only email security 
solution with built-in XDR capabilities from our 
Secure X platform for complete threat visibility 
on your emails and beyond. It can rapidly detect, 
quarantine, investigate, and remediate email threats 
before compromise. 

Goodbye to Malicious Emails
Get robust search functionality, sandboxing, 
remediation, and unmatched telemetry from Talos 
for full content inspection and layered defenses 
until the malicious email is eliminated. 

Reduce Spam and Increase Productivity
Boost your Microsoft 365 security with robust email 
protection from Cisco to stop email threats before 
they affect your users’ security and productivity.

Automate Your Security Analysis  
Get extended detection and response (XDR) 
capabilities with our built-in SecureX platform as 
part of your Cisco Secure Email license – for better 
visibility, automation and orchestration.

Learn More | Video
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